Security evaluation of Cache Mappings Schemes

Abstract—Cache side-channel attacks have become a significant security threat across a variety of hardware architectures.
By observing which sets of a cache are accessed by the victim,
the attacker gleans critical information about the address bits in
the victim’s access, thereby revealing portions of secret keys used
by encryption algorithms (or other sensitive information). Fundamentally, this ability to deduce information about addresses
given the accessed sets depends on knowing (or discovering) how
addresses are mapped to cache sets by hardware.
In this work, we explore and evaluate the security of various cache mapping functions. Using an information-theoretic
formulation, CHASM estimates the number of address bits that
are likely leaked by different mapping schemes. Our analysis
leads to several new insights. One, all one-to-one schemes that
map n set-index address bits to 2n set-indices leak all n bits.
Two, based on memory footprint, programs often leak several
additional (viz., tag) bits (e.g., AES leaks 39 bits out of 42 at
L3). This is due to the non-uniform accesses to addresses: some
addresses are accessed significantly more often than others and
frequently accessed addresses potentially leak more information.
Three, tag bits leak even with the use of address space layout
randomization (16 − 23 bits). Four, the use of huge pages in
order to reduce pressure on TLBs causes increased leakage (5.5
additional bits on average). Since many of these techniques have
opposing impact on performance and security, we propose a new
performance-security product metric to jointly evaluate mapping
schemes for both performance and security.
Index Terms—

I. I NTRODUCTION
Hardware security attacks have become a significant threat
to the confidentiality and integrity of data, including the data
residing on cloud-based systems. An important sub-class of
such security attacks is the cache side-channel attack1 . Here,
the attacker exploits the hardware provision of sharing cache
space across multiple executing programs. By observing the
differences in the timings of memory accesses to conflict sets,
the attacker draws conclusions about the addresses accessed
by the victim. In most current multi-core systems, it is trivially
easy to identify the set bits of an address given the conflict
set: the conflict set number corresponds to the set index
address bits in a simple 1:1 fashion. Knowing the address bits
accessed by the victim leads to knowledge about secret keys
in cryptography applications [5]. This address-as-data sidechannel has received significant attention from both attack and
countermeasure standpoints [6], [22], [25], [33], [36].
Broadly, mitigation techniques are either partitioning-based
or randomization-based. In partitioning-based techniques (for
e.g., see [13], [20], [39]), the shared cache is partitioned such
that each program uses its own cache partition (typically a
subset of cache ways) and accesses to one partition do not
1 In

this paper we do not directly address attacks based on speculative
execution or techniques to mitigate them.

result in any state changes to other partitions. While this
method is effective at blocking some timing-based attacks2 ,
it brings a significant performance penalty: programs have
varying demand for cache capacity and it is hard to impose
efficient static partitioning regimes. Dynamic regimes, on
the other hand, can reintroduce timing-based side-channels
and generally require sophisticated governance mechanisms
in hardware.
In randomization-based methods, the hardware tries to obfuscate cache set mappings. That is, how memory addresses
map to cache sets is obfuscated, making it harder for the
attacker to translate a timing observation on a cache set
to address bits used by the victim. Recent works (for e.g.,
[24], [31]) have proposed to use encryption mechanisms at
the last-level cache to map addresses to cache sets. Prior
works (for e.g., see [10], [18], [19], [29]) have also explored
the use of non-trivial mapping functions for the L1 and L2
caches, primarily from a performance improvement goal: to
redistribute memory addresses across cache sets in order to
reduce cache conflicts. While some of these schemes also
improve security, no joint performance-with-security studies
have been made.
In this work, we propose CHASM – an information-theoretic
formulation to evaluate the strength of various cache set
mapping schemes. CHASM estimates the amount of information about memory addresses that a mapping scheme leaks:
lower the estimated leakage, the stronger the security defense.
Using this formulation, we evaluate several different cache
set mapping schemes in private and shared caches. Using
a combination of synthetic and real programs (SPEC, and
cryptography), we establish the following novel results:
•
•

•

Schemes that are 1:1 mappings of the n set index address
bits to 2n sets, leak all n address bits.
Information leakage is higher in programs with smaller
memory footprints– higher order bits (tag bits, the bits
not used for set index) do not vary significantly. For
e.g., the AES benchmark leaks 39 bits (out of 42) at L3
cache when using traditional Modulo scheme for mapping
addresses to cache sets due to its small (< 1M B)
footprint. At the L1 level, the most secure mapping
scheme (XOR) leaks an average of 24 bits across several
workloads3 .
Even for programs with larger foot prints, the nonuniformity of accesses to program addresses (see [28])
can leak information about the tag bits of programs.

2 Partitioning
3 Mapping

techniques do not prevent certain types of attacks [39]
schemes are discussed in Section III and workloads in Section V

Address space layout randomization (see [30]) helps
but is not sufficiently strong enough in reducing tag
bit leakage. Despite using ASLR, programs still leak
anywhere between 16 to 23 (out of 42) bits.
• Interestingly, the use of huge pages in order to ease
pressure on TLBs and page tables, actually results in
higher leakage even for programs with large footprints.
We observe an additional leakage of 5.5 bits on average
when 2MB pages are used.
• Using our proposed performance-security product metric,
we evaluate several mappings to identify schemes that
are both simultaneously more secure as well as better
performing compared to the conventional baseline. Such
metrics can be valuable in trading-off performance for
increased security against side channel attacks.
Using CHASM, hardware designers can evaluate the effectiveness of new mapping schemes. CHASM can also be
used for operating system and application program analysis to
determine how their execution characteristics affect leakage of
set and tag bits.
•

II. BACKGROUND
Figure 1 provides an overview of a typical multi-core
processor architecture. Each core is provisioned with one or
two levels of private caches (L1 is split between data and
instruction, while L2 is unified) followed by a large shared
L3 cache4 . Depending on hardware scheduling and resource
allocation, different programs share one or more caches.
Programs that are co-located on the same core share private as
well as shared caches. When hardware fine-grained scheduling
techniques (such as Simultaneous Multi Threading [34]) are
used, programs can concurrently execute while sharing private
data and instruction caches. In virtualized systems, guest OSes
are allocated on different cores. However, all cores share the
last-level (L3) cache. Thus, the performance of programs that
are simultaneously executing on different cores affect (and is
affected by) the behavior of co-running programs: programs
suffer additional cache misses due to programs running on
other OS’s and cores.
This performance variation caused by sharing of private or
shared caches is the basis of cache-based side-channel attacks.
The attacker program and the victim program share a cache.
Depending on the level of access to the system, the attacker
may share a private cache or the last-level cache with the
victim. The attacker launches a covert attack on the victim by
creating an information leakage channel from the victim to
the attacker. Such a channel could be constructed in different
ways based on system access, shared pages and observability.
In the PRIME+PROBE technique [40], the attack is deployed in three steps. In the first step, the attacker runs a
spy process that fills the shared cache with its own data.
In the second step, it lets the victim process execute. The
victim brings its data to the shared cache, evicting some of
the spy’s cache blocks. In the third step, the attacker resumes
the spy process which will access its data a second time, this
4 Some

architectures configure L2 as a shared cache

Fig. 1: Cache Sharing by Programs Running on a Multi-core Processor

time timing its own accesses looking for cache misses. Cache
misses will indicate that the victim accessed the same set. This
information is sufficient to reveal a significant portion of the
address that the victim accessed.
In addition to PRIME+PROBE, several other attack setups have also been used, such as FLUSH+RELOAD [36],
EVICT+TIME [11] and so on. Various works have demonstrated the use of different levels of caches to create covert
side channels [21], [22]. At the heart of all of these attacks
is the ability for the attacker to determine bits of the address
accessed by the victim given the set that was accessed. The
vast majority of existing hardware systems use the simple
modulo mapping scheme to map addresses to cache sets: for a
cache with N = 2n sets (organized as blocks of size B = 2b
bytes), the cache controller uses the n bits [b : b + n − 1]
of the address to determine the set index. Figure 2 shows
how the cache controller use the a address bits to obtain
the block offset, the set index and tag. Under this mapping
scheme, if the attacker knows the set index, then (s)he knows
the corresponding address bits. Despite this vulnerability, this
scheme is the prevalent mapping scheme given its simplicity
and low-cost hardware implementation enabling its use in very
high speed cache designs. This modulo mapping also preserves
spatial localities by mapping addresses linearly to nearby sets,
thus improving cache hit rates.
Researchers have also proposed newer set mapping schemes
that use some additional address bits along with the set index
bits, and applying a simple combinatorial function on these
selected bits to compute a new set index. While most prior
schemes were designed for higher performance, (by distribut-

Fig. 2: Cache Set Mapping using the Modulo Mapping Scheme

ing the requests more evenly across cache sets to reduce cache
misses), new schemes [24], [31] have been proposed using a
cipher to create pseudo-random hash maps from addresses to
cache sets. In our evaluations we assume that the same address
mapping is used for all processes. In a future study we will
explore the use of different mappings to different processes
and modifying mappings for a given process periodically.
Thus, given the central role that cache set mapping schemes
play in mitigating cache side-channel attacks, our work provides an information-theoretic framework for evaluating the
security of cache set mapping schemes.
III. C ACHE S ET M APPINGS
In this section, we describe the various set mapping schemes
that we explored. In addition to the modulo mapping scheme
covered in the previous section (Figure 2), we evaluate several
representative schemes that are summarized in Table I. While
the list of schemes is not exhaustive, the selected ones are
representative of the classes of mappings used in current
systems or proposed by recent research. For the purpose of
describing these techniques we will assume 64-byte cache
blocks.
The Rotate-3 mapping uses the traditional n set index
address bits a(n+5) : a6 and rotates these bits by three bit
positions to produce the new set index ([a8 , a7 , a6 , an+5 : a9 ]).
The XOR scheme uses the next n bits of address that
constitute the cache tag to XOR them with the set index
address bits. The XORed result is used as the set index. The
use of the tag bits acts as a pseudo-randomizer resulting in
obfuscating the mapping of addresses to cache sets. In practice,
this technique introduces hardware implementation challenges
at L1 as the use of virtual address tag bits for indexing
has to be reconciled with coherence messages sent out using
physical addresses. The tag bits are not guaranteed to be the
same between virtual and physical addresses requiring some
additional metadata to be maintained for correctly indexing
into the L1 cache. However, this scheme is known to work
effectively from a performance point of view as it distributes
addresses more evenly across cache sets. The Rotate-then-XOR
scheme first rotates the set index address bits and then XORs
the rotated bits with the tag bits to compute the set index.
The Square-then-XOR scheme first squares the tag address
bits, then extracts the n bits in the middle of the result to
XOR them with the set index address bits. While the squaring
operation is hardware-expensive, if the number of bits is small
(e.g., in the L1 cache) or the operation is invoked infrequently
(for e.g., at lower-level caches), the overhead of this operation
becomes tolerable5 . The Odd-Multiplier-7 scheme multiplies

the tag bits by 7, and adds the result to the set index address
bits. Modulo 2n of the result is used as the set-index.
The Intel-Slice scheme is borrowed from Intel’s implementation for the last-level cache in Sandy Bridge as outlined in
[37]. In this scheme, the L3 is viewed as a collection of cache
slices, and the computation of the slice ID is done using a twostage function of the input address. CEASER [31] proposes the
use of an encryption cipher implemented as a 4-stage Feistel
network to translate the incoming physical address into an
L3 cache set index. In our experiments, since we did not
have access to the exact implementation and keys used, we
implemented the DES [27] encryption-based mapping scheme
to compute the L3 set index.
We note that virtual addresses are used in mapping schemes
used in the L1D cache while physical addresses are used in
the L3 cache.
IV. CHASM F ORMULATION
We first describe the attack model followed by a description
of the information leakage estimation technique.
A. Attack Model
CHASM is not proposing a specific cache side-channel
attack. Instead, it provides a framework for assessing the
strength of various cache mapping schemes in mitigating the
disclosure of victim address bits. In order to formulate this, we
assume that the attacker can execute his6 spy program on the
same hardware as the victim. Depending on the level of cache
sharing, the attacker may be able to create a side-channel at
L1, L2 or L3 caches (see Figure 1). It is further assumed that
the attacker can run synthetic programs and victim programs
in order to characterize the programs for the information that
they can leak. We assume that that the attacker knows the
victim program’s implementation (e.g., AES library used in
open source implementation [7]) but not the secret keys that
it uses. Thus, the assumption that the attacker can execute the
victim program with controlled inputs (e.g., plaintext to be
encrypted) is reasonable.
The attacker performs an offline characterization of the
victim program (synthetic or one of the “real” victim programs) by tracing the execution of the program through a
binary instrumentation tool such as Intel Pin [23]. The Pin
tool provides detailed access to the execution behavior of a
program it is run on, including the memory accesses that the
program makes. The attacker creates a pin tool to monitor
memory accesses and to perform a cache simulation of these
accesses using the same cache configuration as the hardware
intended for the attack 7 . By using the Linux pagemap [2]
support, the pin tool can also translate the virtual addresses to
physical addresses that are needed to study PIPT (Physically
Indexed, Physically Tagged) L2 and L3 caches. It may also be
noted that there are other ways such as using hardware debug
technology to recover address traces.
6 Without

implying any bias, we use ‘he’ to refer to the attacker.
Pin tool need not be run on the same hardware, only the cache model
in the tool needs to match the attacked hardware cache configuration.
7 The
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small bit counts, a table lookup can be used.

Scheme Name

Scheme Description

Rotate-3 [18]
XOR [18]
Rotate-then-XOR
Square-then-XOR
Odd-Multiplier-7 [18]
Intel-Slice [37]
Encrypt

Rotate-right the set-index address bits by 3 bit positions
XOR the set-index address bits with least significant tag bits of address
Rotate-right the set-index address bits by 1 bit position, and XOR the result with tag bits of address
Square the tag bits of the address, and XOR the middle n bits of result with the n set-index address bits
Multiply the tag bits by 7, add to set-index address bits
See description in [37]. Two-stage hash of cache slice.
Based on scheme in [31]. We used the DES encryption cipher [27] to compute the cache set index.

Uses Tag
Bits?
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Usage
L1,
L1,
L1,
L1,
L1,
L3
L3

L3
L3
L3
L3
L3

TABLE I: Overview of Cache Set Mapping Schemes

Once the attacker has obtained a map of addresses accessed
by the victim and the sets that they map to, the attacker is
able to estimate the address bits leaked by the victim when the
victim program is run “in the field”. In the real attack scenario,
even if the victim is run with different inputs (plaintext and/or
keys in case of cryptographic programs), the accessed sets give
away information about the (unknown) addresses by means of
the prior per-set leakage determined by the attacker. It may be
emphasized that there are two interwoven aspects to this: the
ability to determine set-index address bits given cache sets
(hardware characteristic) and the ability to predict tag bits
using program characteristics.
This formulation is applicable even when the hardware vendor does not disclose the implemented set mapping scheme.
One method is for the attacker to mount a realistic timing analysis using a synthetic program as the “victim”. By letting the
program “sweep” through a large range of memory addresses
and observing accessed sets, the attacker can create conflict
sets and use them to recover the set mapping scheme. Such
reverse-engineering schemes have been demonstrated (for e.g.,
see [14], [15], [22], [37]). Thus, our formulation does not
require prior knowledge of the mapping scheme. By building
conflict sets (addresses that map to the same cache sets) and
estimating the leakage, CHASM determines which bits are
leaked and the likelihood that a leaked bit is a 1 or a 0.
B. Information Leakage Estimation
The attacker’s goal is to accurately predict the address bits
used by the victim given that the attacker knows which set was
accessed. We use an information-theoretic metric to estimate
this leakage. An address bit ai is estimated to be leaked with
probability 1 given a set S, if every address that maps to S
in the victim program has the same value for bit ai (either
always zero or always one). Intuitively, this is stating the fact
that an address bit value remains constant for all addresses that
go to a given set. Thus, knowing the set, the attacker knows
the address bit. In general, if we denote the probability that
ai has a value of 1 given that the accessed set is S as pi =
prob(ai = 1|S), then the leakage of information regarding ai
is related to the entropy ei of the bit, given by:
ei = −pi log(pi ) − (1 − pi )log(1 − pi )

(1)

When pi is either close to 0 or 1, then ei is close to 0 (less
uncertainty). On the other hand, when pi is close to 0.5, then
ei is close to 1. The information leakage li is defined:
li = 1 − e i

(2)

When a bit has an entropy of 1, then it leaks no information
as it is not possible for the attacker to make a statistical

determination whether the bit is a 0 or a 1. When the bit
has an entropy of 0, then it tells exactly whether the address
bit is a 0 or a 1. For entropy values between 0 and 1, while it
is not possible to accurately determine the address bit value,
some statistical knowledge of the bit value is revealed.
The leakage of the set index address bits given a set S is
given by:
X
LSetIndex (S) =
li
(3)
i

where the summation is over all set index address bits.
LT ag (.) is defined similarly. The total information leaked
about addresses that map to a given set S is simply:
L(s) = LSetIndex (s) + LT ag (s)

(4)

We express the total leakage as a sum of the leakage contributions from set-index bits and tag bits since the two are
fundamentally different: leakage of set index address bits is
dependent on both the cache set mapping scheme as well
as program characteristics, while the leakage of tag bits is
dependent only on program and system characteristics (page
allocation, ASLR, etc).
Ideally, the most secure mapping scheme leaks 0 bits of
address information, while the weakest scheme leaks all (t+n)
address bits revealing both tag and set index bits. For a given
cache, the total information leaked is estimated as a weightedaverage across all the sets, where p(S) is the probability of
an address going to set S.
X
LSetIndex p(s)
(5)
LAvg
Cache SetIndex =
s

LAvg
Cache T ag

=

X

LT ag p(s)

(6)

L(s)p(s)

(7)

s

LAvg
Cache =

X
s

The weighing by p(S) ensures that sets that have received
very few accesses do not skew the overall cache-level leakage
metric. This also takes program characteristics into account: if
a program exhibits a non-uniform use of cache sets, then that
is useful information to the attacker and must be included in
the metric.
We use this formulation to evaluate and compare various
cache set mapping schemes. If a set mapping scheme results
in lower average information leakage (LAvg
cache ), then it is a
more secure scheme compared to schemes that leak more
information. Using CHASM, hardware designers can evaluate
the effectiveness of new mapping schemes. CHASM can also
be used for operating system and application program analysis

to determine how their execution characteristics affect leakage
of set and tag bits.
C. Performance-Security Measure
Neither performance nor security alone is a useful measure.
High performance under weak security is not desirable, while
strong security in a slow system is expensive and inefficient.
Therefore, we propose a new cache metric: performancesecurity product (denoted P S), defined as:
P SCache = Cache hit rate ×

(t + n)
Lavg
Cache

(8)

This is a higher-is-better metric. Higher cache hit rate and
lower leakage contribute to higher values of the metric. The
(t + n) term represents the maximum possible leakage and is
used to normalize the security measure LAvg
Cache . As a simple
example, if two schemes S1 and S2 have hit rates 90%
and 95% with respective leakages 20 and 30 bits (out of a
maximum of 42 8 ), then their respective P S metrics are 1.89
and 1.33 suggesting that S2 perhaps loses out on security
a little too much. For performance, instead of using cache
hit rate, a CPU-oriented metric such as IPC (Instructions Per
Cycle) can also be used.
D. Using CHASM
Figure 3 outlines how CHASM can be used. Hardware
designers, and software developers (operating system and
application program) can use CHASM to characterize the
security of cache address mapping techniques and program
characteristics.

Fig. 3: Outline of using CHASM

When the cache mapping scheme is known, a cache model
that implements the scheme can be used with real workloads
to study the leakage caused by the scheme on these workloads.
As will be demonstrated in Section VI, workload memory
footprint, and non-uniform access patterns of applications have
an impact on observed leakage.
When the cache mapping scheme is unknown, synthetic
programs can be used as victim programs on which “attacks” are performed – i.e., their address-to-set mappings are
8 As stated previously, we assume a 64-byte cache line size, and 48-bit
addresses.

observed via side channel attacks. From these observations,
the leakage of set-index bits is established by creating and
monitoring conflict sets. Further workload-specific leakage can
be determined by similar attacks or via cache models that are
reverse-engineered using the observed mappings.
V. E XPERIMENTAL M ETHODOLOGY
In order to develop and evaluate CHASM, we use a tracebased methodology. Memory access traces of various workloads are collected using the Intel PIN [23] tool. These are
virtual addresses that are suitable for L1 cache studies (L1
is VIPT - Virtually Indexed Physically Tagged). We also
obtain corresponding physical addresses during the PIN tool
execution by using a combination of Linux /proc/pagemap and
/proc/kpageflags utilities [2]. Physical addresses are used for
L3 cache studies (L3 is PIPT - Physically Indexed Physically
Tagged). As is standard practice, we collect traces after
skipping an initial warm-up period.
These traces are injected into Moola [32] - a multi-core,
cache hierarchy simulator. The cache simulator is configured
to match the Intel Skylake [8] cache configuration (L1D: 32KB
8-way, L2: 256KB, 4-way and L3: 8MB, 16-way, all caches
use 64B blocks). The cache simulator is modified to support all
the cache mapping schemes listed in Table I. The simulator
is also enhanced to measure information leakage defined in
Equations 5, 6 and 7. Finally, the simulator reports the relevant
statistics – cache performance, and information leakage.
Our workloads comprise synthetic programs, SPEC [12]
benchmarks and off-the-shelf cryptography programs. Synthetic programs uniformly access the elements of an array. By
varying the size of the array, we observe the impact of memory
footprint on security. We explore 6 different sizes and the corresponding workloads are denoted synth 16KB, synth 128KB,
synth 1MB, synth 8MB, synth 64MB and synth 512MB. We
use a subset of SPEC benchmarks that are memory-intensive:
bwaves, bzip2, cactusADM, GemsFDTD, leslie3d, libquantum,
milc, mcf, soplex and zeusmp. Our cryptography programs
include AES, RSA and SHA. Traces collected from these
programs are fed to the cache simulator and simulated for
10 billion memory accesses.
VI. R ESULTS
We first evaluate L1D mapping schemes for their security
using synthetic, SPEC and Cryptography benchmarks, followed by an evaluation of L3 mapping schemes. We skip the
L2 cache as its results are consistent with L1 and L3.
A. Security of L1D Cache Mapping Schemes
In order to understand sources of leakage, we examine the
leakage of set bits.
1) Leakage of Set-Index Bits: Figure 4 plots the average
information leakage (LAvg
L1D SetIndex , refer Equation 5) from
set-index address bits observed in synthetic programs across
all the evaluated L1 mapping schemes. It may be observed that
mapping schemes that use only the set index portion of the
address bits (first two bars for each workload) leak consistently
more bits than schemes that use additional tag bits in creating
set indexes. The Modulo and Rotate-3 schemes possess the
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Fig. 4: Leakage of Set-index Address bits in L1D on Synthetic
Programs

property that given a set, the corresponding address bits a11 :
a6 9 are constant and therefore these bits are predicted exactly.
In schemes that also use tag bits for set-index calculation (next
four bars for each workload, namely, XOR, Rotate-then-XOR,
Square-then-XOR, and Odd-Multiplier-7), the set index is not
a one-to-one mapping of the n set-index address bits any more
and the correlation between an accessed set and the values of
the address bits a11 : a6 breaks down. Depending on the extent
of pseudo-randomization induced by using tag bits, the amount
of leakage varies. These schemes perform better on programs
with larger footprints (1MB or higher) but perform poorly on
smaller footprints. This is because smaller footprints do not
cause sufficient variation in the tag bits and therefore the use
of tag bits did not induce sufficient randomization.
These results reveal that in the general case, every mapping
scheme that uses only the set-index portion of address bits to
map the 2n possible address bit values to 2n sets in a 1-1
function is weak: it reveals all n bits. If the attacker does not
know the mapping, all that the attacker has to do is discover the
mapping function by constructing conflict sets and observing
the addresses that collide. From these addresses, the set-index
bits would be revealed as they are constant across all these
addresses.
Next, we evaluate the leakage of information for selected
SPEC and Cryptography workloads. Figure 5 plots this leakage
across all mapping schemes. While the first two schemes that
make use of only the set-index address bits continue to leak
all 6 bits, the tag-based schemes also leak many of these set
bits, with an average of 2.7 bits. In particular, AES and SHA
encryption programs show high leakage. This is attributable to
the lack of variation in tag bits, thereby enabling the attacker
to accurately estimate most of the set index bits.
2) Leakage of Tag Bits: Next, we study the leakage of tag
bits. In the ideal case, knowledge of the conflicting addresses
should not reveal any information about the tag portion of the
addresses. However, we find that the most significant bits of
the virtual address remain constant across all the accesses and
therefore easily predictable.
Figure 6 plots the leakage of tag bits (LAvg
L1D T ag , refer
Equation 6) for synthetic programs. It may be observed
that programs with larger footprints exhibit less tag leakage
9 L1D

cache contains 64 sets.

B. Leakage Under ASLR
Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR, see [30]) is
an OS feature that offers memory protection against attacks by
randomizing the base addresses of various program sections
such as the stack, heap and text. Across different runs of the
same process, the OS places the process sections at different
locations thereby making it harder for attackers to reliably
determine addresses used by the victim via cache side-channel
attacks.
In order to test the effectiveness of ASLR and to identify
information leakage under ASLR, we ran our synthetic workloads 50 times each and obtained a merged trace for each
workload10 . By merging the address accesses from different
runs of the same workload, we are able to capture the
randomness introduced by ASLR and measure the resulting
reduction in leakage.
Figure 7 reports our findings on the L1D cache. Two
observations may be drawn by comparing these figures to the
leakages reported on an individual run of synthetic workloads
in Figures 4 and 6. One, ASLR helps reduce the leakage of
set-index bits. With mapping schemes that use tag bits (last
four bars for each workload), the set leakage drops down to
nearly 0, suggesting that a combination of such a mapping
scheme operating under ASLR is effective. This is a positive
result from a security standpoint – especially for programs
with very small footprints. Two, ASLR is not quite effective
at randomizing higher-order tag bits. While it helps reduce the
leakage by as much as 6.5 bits in synth 16KB and by 8 bits
in synth 8MB, there is still significant tag leakage (23 bits in
synth 16KB and 16 bits in all others) that can be accurately
predicted and leveraged by attackers.
This experiment reveals that a combination of including tag
bits in computing set indices, coupled with the use of ASLR
can provide a secure mapping scheme preventing leakage of
set-index bits. At the same time, ASLR is not strong enough
to prevent leakage of several tag bits and a stronger scheme
is needed to achieve this.
C. Security of L3 Cache Mapping Schemes
In order to estimate leakage in the L3 cache, we first
examine the leakage of set bits. Figure 8 plots the average
information leakage (LAvg
L3 SetIndex , refer Equation 5) from setindex address bits observed in synthetic programs across all
the evaluated L3 mapping schemes.
The first two schemes (Modulo and Rotate-3) do not use any
other bits other than set-index bits for cache mapping and leak
10 SPEC and Cryptography workloads exhibit similar trends and for brevity,
we omit their details here.
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Fig. 6: Leakage of Tag Address bits in L1D on Synthetic Programs

all set-index bits (13 bits in our experiments based on the Intel
Skylake Cache configuration). The next six schemes make use
of tag bits and achieve reduction in leakage – however, the
reduction depends on the memory footprint. As the footprint
increases, the variation in the tag bits also goes up making
pseudo-randomization more effective. In contrast to L1D, this
result shows that it requires much larger memory footprints
in victim programs to be able to reduce leakage at the L3
cache level. As L3 cache sizes continue to grow (for e.g., Intel
Xeon Platinum series processors have a 39M B L3 cache), it
requires larger programs to effectively secure the set-index
address bits from being leaked. We tested this by executing
our workloads on larger L3 caches (upto 64MB) and observing
that the leakage grew with cache size11 .
The Intel-Slice scheme leaks about 10 bits even with higher
memory footprint programs. This mapping scheme modifies
only the 3 cache slice bits and does not affect the set indexing
within a slice (set indexing uses the conventional modulo
mapping). Thus out of the 13 bits used for slice+set-index,
only the slice bits are secure, and the set-index bits are easily
revealed. Among all the evaluated schemes, the Encypt scheme
is the best-performing.
Figure 9 plots the leakage in L3 set-index bits on SPEC
11 We

omit details of this experiment due to lack of space

and Cryptography workloads12 . These results are similar to
synthetic workloads. Schemes incorporating the use of tag bits
generally perform significantly better than schemes that do not.
Cryptography workloads – due to their small footprints – leak
more bits under all schemes (AES leaks a total of 39 bits –
set-index+tag – under Modulo). The leakage in tag bits follows
a trend similar to L1D (see Figure 6) and is not repeated here.
1) Non-Uniformity and Leakage: It is not uncommon for
some cache sets to be accessed hundreds of times more
often than less frequently accessed sets. Schemes that tend to
distribute the addresses more evenly across all the available
cache sets may do better at reducing leakage. In order to
confirm this, we measured the number of accesses by set
for several workloads on a variety of mapping schemes.
Figure 10 shows the distribution in the number of accesses
by set in the libquantum workload for the Modulo, XOR and
the Square-then-XOR schemes. The Modulo shows the most
non-uniformity and has the highest set leakage (13 bits). The
XOR scheme shows greater non-uniformity than Square-thenXOR and is correlated with its higher set-index leakage (4.89)
as compared to the Square-then-XOR scheme (0.26). Similar
results were observed in other workloads too, suggesting that
schemes that distribute more evenly across all the cache sets
may be better at reducing per-set leakage.
2) Impact of Page Size on Leakage: Large physical
pages [1], [3] (also called superpages, using page sizes of
2MB through 1GB) have been supported as a way to allocate
and manage large contiguous chunks of physical memory
efficiently. Large pages reduce TLB (Translation Lookaside
Buffer) pressure and page-walk penalty by replacing many
individual small page entries in a page table by a single
entry. However, use of large pages comes with a security sideeffect: all addresses that map to a large physical page have
the same higher-order bits as compared to addresses that map
12 For lack of space, we omitted the Rotate-3 scheme as its leakage is exactly
the same as that of Modulo
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to different non-contiguous small physical pages. Thus, using
large pages can result in greater address bit leakage. In order to
observe this, we compared two runs of a synthetic program –
huge pages allocates and uses huge (2MB in our experiments)
pages, while small pages uses small (4KB) pages. Figure 11
compares leakage of tag address bits in the L3 cache. Across
all the schemes, the use of huge pages consistently results
in leaking several additional address bits (about 5.5 in our
experiments).
D. Performance-Security Measure
We use the metric P SCache defined in Equation 8 to study
the joint effect of each scheme on performance and security.
Figure 12 plots this metric for SPEC and Crypto workloads for
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each scheme on L1D. In all benchmarks except AES, the tagbased schemes show a better value of this metric as compared
to the Modulo and Rotate-3 schemes (note that this is a higheris-better metric). AES is an exception as it leaks several more
tag bits under the XOR scheme. On average (geometric mean),
the XOR and Odd-Multiplier-7 schemes perform the best. This
evaluation shows that the P S metric is effective at capturing
the joint performance & security impact of cache mapping
schemes and can be used as a reliable indicator for future
evaluations.
The above results and discussion indicate that hardwarewide static cache mapping schemes are leaky. Set-index bits
are almost entirely revealed unless tag-based methods are
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used. Even with the use of tag bits, leakage still exists in
smaller programs. Considerable leakage of tag bits occurs in
all schemes even when ASLR is used. Large physical pages
tend to leak even more. Large cache sizes also result in higher
leakage. Our findings motivate the need for incorporating
stronger mapping schemes that are either application-specific,
or dynamic or both.
VII. R ELATED W ORKS
Cache set mappings have received attention mainly from
a performance perspective. These studies focus solely on
performance and do not consider their security implication.
The work in Kavi et al [18] provides a comprehensive comparison of several mapping schemes used in low-associativity
caches. The work in Givargis [10] explores mapping schemes
that improve performance by considering correlations among
address bits. Kharbutli et al [19] explore the prime-modulo
and prime-displacement mapping functions. Patel et al [29]
propose profiling and choosing application-specific address
bits to minimize set conflicts. The work in [28] proposes
the use of a programmable multiplexer to select the bestperforming scheme from among several supported schemes
dynamically. In addition, several adaptive or programmable
cache mapping schemes have also been proposed.
The work in [31] explores the use of encryption-based
mapping of physical addresses to LLC sets with emphasis
on addressing security. In this work, the authors not only
propose encryption but also re-encrypt and migrate cache
blocks periodically to prevent the attacker from learning the
encrypted mapping. Intel uses an undocumented hash function
of the physical address bits to compute the last-level cache
slice index. The details of this hash function were revealed in
[24]. We evaluate these schemes in our work.
Address space layout randomization (ASLR) [30] was
introduced by Linux as a guard against address-based attacks
by randomizing the bases of text, stack, heap and mmap
sections. It has however been shown that ASLR does not
offer a strong defense [4], [16], [35]. In contrast to these

works, our work is not another cache mapping (or address
randomization) scheme: rather, it provides a framework to
evaluate the security of mapping schemes and highlights the
role of program characteristics in the security metric.
Orthogonal to CHASM, Zankl et al [38] provide a framework for detecting leakage of modular exponentiation software
via instruction caches. The work in Doychev et al [9] proposes
CacheAudit - a framework for automatic static analysis of
cache side channels. CHASM differs from this framework in
that CHASM is driven by address traces factoring in aspects
of the run-time system: physical addresses, use of large pages,
ASLR and so on. Gleipnir [17] is a Valgrind [26] based
cache memory profiling tool that offers cache performance
correlated to program source-code structures thereby enabling
the exploration of sophisticated cache mapping and other
cache performance management functions.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
This work presented CHASM – a framework for evaluating strength of the security of cache mapping schemes.
We evaluated several schemes at L1 and L3 caches under
different system conditions (ASLR, large pages). Our evaluations reveal several insights about the vulnerabilities of
cache mappings, including that smaller memory footprints leak
more information, that non-uniformity of accesses leaks more
information, that ASLR is only marginally effective and that
”huge” pages leak more information. These findings indicate
that more sophisticated techniques for hiding address mapping
to cache sets are needed. Moreover, obfuscating techniques at
the OS level as well as application/algorithm level are needed
to increase the cost of side-channel attacks.
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